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15 January 2020 Meeting
Julianne Davis (Syracuse University) will present:

“Assessing the Impacts of Beaver Dam Analogues on Channel Morphology in Western Rangelands.”
The loss of beaver in the western US due to trapping and land use changes has reduced former beaver meadows and
wetlands to single thread, incised stream channels. In response to this degradation, landowners have begun to implement
beaver-inspired stream restoration projects, such as constructed beaver dam analogues (BDAs). BDAs are intended to restore incised streams by increasing sediment deposition in the channel, promoting ponding and groundwater storage, and
improving riparian vegetation health. In spite of a recent surge in enthusiasm for BDAs, research on the impacts of these
structures is lacking.
A team from Syracuse University, SUNY ESF and The Nature Conservancy of Wyoming (TNC) is examining the
effects of BDA restoration projects in Red Canyon Creek in south-central Wyoming. Five BDAs were installed along a
~500 m reach of Red Canyon Creek in 2018 with the goals of reducing channel erosion and increasing surface water and
groundwater storage. This talk will focus on the first restoration goal, discussing the changes in channel morphology that
occurred after one year of BDA presence in the creek. Changes in erosion and deposition due to BDA installation were
quantified by comparing the 2018 and 2019 digital elevation models (DEMs) generated from visible light images collected
during annual unoccupied aerial vehicle (UAV) surveys. An upstream reach without BDAs was also studied to isolate the
morphologic changes resulting from BDA installation from natural channel variability. The BDAs promoted extensive
changes in channel morphology from 2018 - 2019, with the BDA reach experiencing more deposition and more erosion
than the reference reach. These results, as well as the increasing number of BDAs installed in the western US, highlight the
importance of continuing to investigate the effects of BDAs and assessing whether BDAs achieve stream restoration goals.
Additional abstracts continued on Page 2
Please RSVP by Friday, January 10h to reserve your seat
and to help us provide a reliable count to the chef at Spaghetti Warehouse.
Location:
Time:
Cost:
RSVP:

Dinner costs for students who RSVP will be offset by sponsorships
by Gould Groundwater Geosciences, P.C., ERM, and ParrattWolff.

Spaghetti Warehouse, 689 North Clinton Street, Syracuse, New York
5:00—6:00p.m. social hour: 6:00-6:30p.m. dinner; 6:45p.m. technical presentation
Members: $20 RSVP / $25 at the door; Non-member $30 RSVP / $35 at the door
https://cnyapg.org/ (see page 5 for details) or
Bonnie (Parratt Wolff) bolney@pwinc.com or (315) 437-1429

Next dinner meeting - February 19, 2020
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Becky Nesel (SUNY Oswego) will present:

“Grainsize Analysis of Searles Lake, CA”
Extreme drought in southern California has the potential to impact ecosystems and millions of people, but the climate
mechanisms that control regional water availability are poorly understood. It is important to understand the causes of extreme droughts so they can be better predicted in the future. This is challenging because of complicated physical relationships within the climate system and because of a combination of natural and anthropogenic causes. One way to determine
past climate events is through the use of lake sediment cores. The sediment that accumulates in lakes is sensitive to water
availability. Grainsize analysis can indicate changes in lake levels because mud deposition is often a result of deep water
and silts and sands indicate shallower water or dried up lake floor where sediment can be blown across the lake bed or
transported by small ephemeral streams. Together, these processes provide a physical link between sediment grainsize and
past lake water balances.
One such lake that contains an amazing history is Searles Lake, located in southern California. The lake sediments contain
alternating mud and evaporite layers which correspond to wetter and dryer conditions at Searles Lake over the last
~150,000 years. Today, the lake is mostly evaporited. Here, we examine the grainsizes of samples from mud and evaporite
layers from drill cuttings between the interval of 258 feet to 440 feet to examine the correspondence of grainsize and physical stratigraphy. Our initial grainsize analysis of mostly evaporites, interpreted as dryer climate, show higher percentages of
larger grainsizes compared to the mud samples, mostly muds which correspond with deeper lake conditions. The grainsize
analysis from Searles Lake provides an initial framework for further study of the cycles of drought in the desert southwest.

Micah Weisner (Syracuse University) will present:

“'Paleothermometer Calibration in Fayetteville Green Lake”
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President’s Message
January 2020
New Year’s Resolutions
I don’t make New Year’s resolutions because I make resolutions to be better throughout the
year. Whether my resolutions are successful or not is another issue. However, since it is the beginning of the New Year I will re-offer up some potential resolutions from a few years ago to
consider.

The CNYAPG Newsletter is a
monthly publication of the Central
New York Association of Professional Geologists dedicated to
sharing upcoming events, delivering regular articles of interest and Resolve to leave the office at, or before, 5 PM, not every day, but regularly. No this is not an atproviding the Membership a forum tempt to shirk professional responsibilities, but a reminder that there is a world outside work.
Work hard but don’t make it one’s life day after day. Work overtime when it is necessary, but
for discussion.

only when it is extremely necessary. Then end the overtime and experience the rest of the

The newsletter is prepared by the world.
Officers and Board of Directors of
CNYAPG (listed below).
Resolve to find ways be aware of our staff’s efforts and to try to make their work a little easier
Officers:
Guy Swenson, President
guy.swenson@obg.com
Calvin Prothro, Vice President
prothroc@sunyocc.edu
Gerry Gould, Treasurer
ggould@gouldgw.com
Will Hackett, Secretary
WHackett@pwinc.com
Sarah King,
Associate Vice President
Sking8@oswego.edu
Board of Directors:
Micah Wiesner
miwiesne@syr.edu
Kyle Makovsky
kamakovs@syr.edu
Sean Pepling
spepling@pwinc.com
Ed Hinchey
ehinchey@indiescientists.com
Bill McCune
William.mccune@arcadis.com
Nate Kranes
nkranes@trccompanies.com

and thank them regularly for their efforts. After all they are the ones doing much of the work.

Resolve to drink beer. Okay this is a pretty easy resolution but consider it in a little broader context of having a beer with other geologists. It is easy to forget to relax when there are so many
responsibilities at home and at work. But as a geologist it is important to make contact and keep
in touch with other geologists. We can often learn new and different ways to address technical
and professional challenges over a beer. It also serves as a reminder that we have a support
base in other geologists. The CNYAPG Monthly Meetings offer the opportunity to satisfy this
resolution because we have both beer and other geologists at the meetings.
Resolve to be political because it affects our lives and the lives of others. I don’t mean political in
the sense of donations to political campaigns. I mean political in the sense of taking the interest
and time to participate in society to make it better. This participation doesn’t have to be with
national politics. It can be local politics, a school board, CNYAPG, or even where one works. But
be an active participant in activities that make a difference. Take an active role in society.
Resolve to become an active member of CNYAPG. Join the Board of Directors. Volunteer to help
organized the monthly meetings. Help organize a symposium. Be a leader in providing Central
New York geologist with new opportunities to share our experiences.
Resolve to take all your vacation days. I doubt we will lie on our deathbed wishing we had spent
more time at work. Vacations offer time to interact with the rest of the world outside work. So
working vacations do not really meet the criteria because one’s mind is not focused on nonwork. Vacations with family are special because they offer one of the few times when your family can have your attention for an extended period of time. Vacations offer time to experience
new places and meet new friends. Vacations remind you of what the rest of the world is about.
Enjoying geology during your vacations is acceptable if it is not part of your job and if you make
it interesting for your family and friends.
Resolve to take risks. Resolve to take risks that have meaning in one’s life. Not empty risks that
offer nothing beyond a check mark on the list of life’s activities. Take professional risks by making decisions that go beyond comparing results to look up tables. Accept challenges that have a
risk of failure. Be honest with clients. Challenging oneself daily.
Resolve to do something new every day. Step outside our comfort zone and trying something
new. A new food, a new route to work, a new way to solve a technical problem, a new friend, a
new way to interact with a special someone in your life. Get out of life’s rut and risk something
new. It may not always be good, but it keeps one alive and growing as a person.
Happy New Year!
Guy Swenson
President, CNYAPG
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Upcoming Events of Interest
Date

Organization

Description

January 15

CNYAPG

CNYAPG Student Scholarship award winners (3)
CNYAPG Monthly Meeting, Spaghetti Warehouse, N. Clinton Street, Syracuse, NY
www.cnyapg.org

February 19

CNYAPG

Dr. Page Quinton - SUNY Potsdam
- "Carbon isotopes in shallow epicontinental seas: lessons from the Late Ordovician"
CNYAPG Monthly Meeting, Spaghetti Warehouse, N. Clinton Street, Syracuse, NY
www.cnyapg.org

Do you do interesting work?
CNYAPG has begun to build the 2020-2021 speaker
program and is actively soliciting members (or external
suggestions) who may be interested in presenting at a
dinner meeting next season. If interested, please contact Calvin Prothro- prothroc@sunyocc.edu
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CNYAPG
Governance

Online Registration Available
for Dinner Meetings

Membership Renewal

Register for the monthly dinner meetings using CNYAPG’s
web site. Simply go to https://cnyapg.org/events and follow
the instructions to register. You will be able to pay for the
meeting ahead of time, if you wish. You still have the option of calling or emailing Bonnie to register if you prefer
(you only need to register one way or the other).

CNYAPG 2018-2019 Monthly Meetings Fees
StudentMember
Non-member
Member
Student
Pre-registered

$20

$30

$10

$15

At the door

$25

$35

$15

$20

CNYAPG’s membership period
follows the CNYAPG meeting year
from September through August.
Renewals are due in September. To
renew or become a new member,
simply complete the membership
form, available on our website at
www.cnyapg.org. Membership is
only $25 per year and all money
received is used in support of our
organization.
Join CNYAPG at our social networking groups on Facebook and
LinkedIn . These sites (always under development) will provide
online forums for discussion, as
well as another way to inform our
members and networking opportunities. For more information about our
social media sites e-mail us at
admin@cnyapg.org.

The CNYAPG was founded in
1993 to strengthen and advance
the
geological
sciences.
CNYAPG
conducts
regular
meetings on the third Wednesday of each month from September to May. Meetings feature
dinner and distinguished speakers whose presentations invite
comment and discussion.

CNYAPG meets the third Wednesday of the month from September through May
at Spaghetti Warehouse, located at 689 North Clinton Street, Syracuse, New York.
www.cnyapg.org
www.twitter.com/cnyapg
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